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The Standard Test Interface Language (STIL) is the de-facto standard for transferring test data

between the test generation environment and the test equipment. STIL's °exibility and ex-

tensibility facilitates its use as the sole input language for automatic test-pattern generation
(ATPG). However, STIL format is complex and does not provide support for algorithmic

interactive testing which necessitate the use of additional programming languages to do that. In

this paper, we propose a new Test De¯nition Language for Integrated Circuits (TDLIC) based

on the Extensible Markup Language (XML). TDLIC is a description language for de¯ning tests
of digital ICs in a precise and reusable form. The proposed TDLIC provides a common platform

for specifying test data as well as complex test procedures. A case study that includes a vali-

dation platform is used to show the full capabilities of TDLIC. The validation platform is an

FPGA-based system that emulates the automatic test equipment and a prototype IC with four
circuits to be tested.
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